


Year-round indoor attractions:

  111,000 square feet of upscale water attractions and activities 

  Slide tower

  Double FlowRider®

  Rapid and lazy rivers

  Activity pool with rock climbing, obstacle course and basketball

  Restaurants

  Exclusive adults-only indoor pool, bar and lounging areas 

  Private cabana rentals

  Total Capacity: 747 Seats

 - General indoor waterpark seating: 224 seats 

 - Indoor kids & toddler pools: 70 seats 

 - Sun deck: 81 seats 

 - Restaurant seating: 230 seats 

 - Adult pool, bar & lounge: 58 seats (indoor)  

   & 44 seats (outdoor terrace) 

 - Cabanas: 40 seats 

Seasonal outdoor features:

  106,000 square feet of outdoor water amenities

  315,000 gallon wave pool with a giant LED movie screen

  45.5-foot slide tower

  Kids pool with a multi-level play structure

  Multiple dining options

  Exclusive adults-only outdoor pool, bars and lounging areas 

  Private cabana rentals

  Total Capacity: 866 seats

 - Wave pool/general outdoor waterpark seating: 192 seats 

 - Kids pool/multi level play structure: 162 seats 

 - Restaurant dining terraces: 300 seats 

 - Bar & food truck seating: 74 seats 

 - Adult pool & lounge: 42 seats 

 - Cabanas: 96 seats 

Opening Fall 2018

For more information, 
call Gaylord Opryland Sales (615) 458-2800

GaylordOprylandMeetings.com

2800 Opryland Drive, Nashville, TN 37214

Something extraordinary is making waves at Gaylord Opryland! 

SoundWaves, opening late 2018, will be a 4 acre, 3-level luxury indoor/outdoor waterpark with dedicated recreation 
zones for adults, young children and families.

*Due to the upscale, unique nature of this new water feature and to ensure group customers are not unfairly 
charged for a service they may not use during their visit, a separate package purchase will be required in 
advance for guaranteed admission to SoundWaves. Standard group and leisure room rates will continue to 
include access to all existing resort pools  in the Cascades and Magnolia areas. Specifications and timelines are 
based on initial concepts and subject to change. 17-GO-7681; 1/24/2017


